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To all whom it may concern: , 
Be it known that we, CHARLES W. GART 

SIDE and ROBERT E. W001), citizens of the 
United States, residing at Baltimore, in the 
State of Maryland, have invented certain new 
and useful Improvements in Double-Pole 
Switches, of which the following is a speci? 
cation. / a > 

Our invention relates to an improved push 
button switch for making and breaking an 
electric circuit. The preferred form, as shown 
in the drawing is a double-pole _ switch, but 
our invention is not limited to this particular 
variety, as it may be embodied in many 
forms. ' , 

Referring to the drawings— 
Figure 1, is a central, longitudinal, vertical 

section ofthe switch. Fig. 2, is‘ a horizontal 
section on the line 2-2, of Fig. 1, looking 
down. Fig. 3, is a view of the switch showing 
an end elevation. Fig. 4:, in a‘ detail perspec 
tive of the spring pressed platform. Fig. 5, 
is aperspective view of the tilting-block. Fig. 
6, is an end elevation view of the tilting-block 
and showing the pivot on which it turns. 
Fig. 7, is a longitudinal vertical section of the 
tilting block. Fig. 8, is a longitudinal vertical 
section of the tilting-block showing its posi 
tion when the poles of the switch are in con 
tact position to establish the circuit, and in 
dicatin g in,broken lines its position when the 
poles of the switch are not in contact position. 
In the drawings the letter, A, indicates the 

face-plate of the switch, through which the 
push-buttons, a, a’, project. The bed-plate, 
O, is connected with the face-‘plate by a cen 
tral standard, D, extending transversely of 
the said face and bed-‘plates. A block, (1, of 
insulation intervenes between the face-plate 
and the end of the standard. The bed-plate 
is made of insulating material. Two binding 
posts, E, are secured to the bed-plate near 
one end, and are in electrical connection with 
two upright parallel spring contact-arms, e, 
having position between the said binding 
posts. At the other end of the bed-plate are 
two binding posts, E’, corresponding to bind 
ing-posts, E, and likewise in electrical connec 
tion with two spring contact-arms, c’, corre 
sponding to contact arms, e, but of greater 
length, and at the other end of the bed-plate, 
for a purpose to be presently described. 
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These contact-arms form the poles of the 
switch. _ 

The upright standard, D, has a central slot, 
thus forming two upright, side posts, (1'. 
platform, F, extends between the two said 
posts and has clips, f, which take around 
them to retain the platform on a level and in 
relative position between the posts, when 
said platform is moved upor down. A coiled 
spring, g, abuts at one end against the under 
side of the platform and at the other against 
the bed-plate, 0, whereby the said spring 
tends to elevate the said platform. 
The rocking contact-lever, H, comprises an 

elongated rectangular, yoke having a longi 
tudinal slot forming parallel side-bars, h, with 
two contact-pieces, I, I’, one secured toeach 
end of the said yoke and insulated therefrom 
by a bushing-shaped insulator, 'i. The said 
contact-pieces are of such a size that they may’ 
be sprung the one, I, between the contact 
arms e, and the one I’, between the contact 
arms, e’, with which they have respectively a 
spring-contact. Midway between the contact 
pieces, I, the, side-bars, h, of the contact-lever 
have bearings, through which the pivots, J, ex 
tending between the posts, 01’, passes. A rect 
angularly-shaped tilting-block, K, has a roller, 
716, having its axis parallel to the pivot, J , and 
is itself pivoted between two ears, 70', located 
each on one side of the downward projecting 
corner of the tilting-block and‘ each ear hasa 
sharp-edged upper corner or shoulder, k2, 
formed between two adjoining inclined top 
sides, at the ends of which and one on either 
side of shoulder, W, are corners or stops, 705, 704, 
which are adapted to abut against the under 
side of the contact-lever—the one to throw it 
into contact-position, and the other to throw 
it out of contact-position, as will-be presently 
described. A central slot, Z, in. the tilting 
block in direction transverse to the roller, It, 
forms two upwardly projecting parallel side 
pieces, 1’, having bearings, Z2, parallel in di 
rection to the roller, It. The said side-pieces, 
Z’, fit from below up and between the side 
bars, h,—and the pivot, J , passes through 
bearings, Z2, therein. ' In the bottom of the slot, 
Z, midway between its ends, is a central ridge 
or edge, 1?, transverse in direction to pivot, J , 
and having two adjoining inclined faces, 14,155, 
as will be presently pointed out more clearly. 
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Two links, m, m2, are each pivoted at one end 
to the pivot, J, and lie in the groove, 1, be 
tween the side-pieces, Z’, of the tilting-block, 
and extend in opposite directions from the 
said pivot. The two push~buttons a, a’, 
extend from below up through perforations 

' in the face-plate and each has an annular 
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?ange, (12, extending around its lower edge and 
abutting against the lower side of the insu 
lator-block, cl, below the face-plate. Curved 
push-bars, o, o’, are rigidly connected at one 
end to the said push-buttons and at the other 
are loosely jointed to the ends respectively 
of the links, 111, m’, as may be seen by refer 
ence to the drawings. Two pins, 19, 11’, pro 
ject upward from the links, on, and, m’, re 
spectively and a spiral contraction spring, 0“, 
connected at its ends to the said pins, oper 
ates to draw the free ends of the links, to 
which the push-bars are connected, toward 
each other, thus operating to normally retain 
the said push-bars and the push-buttons on 
the ends of the same, in an elevated position, 
the push-buttons being in the perforations in 
the face-plate, with the ?anges, a2, abutting 
against the under side of theinsulator-block, 
cl, as above described. The contact-arms, e’, 
are made longer than the contact arms, e, and 
are of such length with respect thereto, that 
when the rocking contact-lever is in a tilted 
up position with the contact-piece, I’, at that 
end thereof which is adjacent the contact 
arms, a’, in elevated position and in contact 
with the said contact-arms—~the contact piece, 
I, at the other end of the lever will be de 
pressed, but also in contact-position with the 
contact-arms, c. It will easily be seen from 
the foregoing that both contact-pieces, I, I’, 
may be simultanously thrown into engage 
ment with the contact-arms, e, e’, or simulta 
neously thrown out of engagement therewith, 
by simply elevating or depressing one of the 
ends of the contact-lever. 
The object of the device as above described 

is to make and break the electrical connections 
between the contact-arms, e, e’, and the con 
tact-pieces, I, I’, by a spring-snap movement 
to thus avoid sparking and its consequent 
evils. 
The operation of the device is as follows: 

If the device be in contact-position,——in which 
case the circuit is “established” as shown in 
drawings—by depressing the push-button, 
a’, the contact-pieces will be forced out from 
engagement between the spring contact-arms 
and the circuit will in this manner be broken. 
The ?rst effect of depressing said push-but 
ton, a’, is to cause the pivoted link, m’, to 
move downward and to abut against the face, 
I“, in the slot, Z, of the tilting-block, K. A 
sufficient force must now be applied to push 
button, a’, to overcome the force of the spring, 
g, as exerted against the platform, F, which, 
in turn exerts the same force against the tilt 
ing-block. When this required force has 
been applied, the tilting block will begin to 
slowly move or swing on its pivot, J, until the 
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roller 70, passes the point on the platform, F, 
which is directly under the said pivot, J, 
whereupon the force of the spring, actingupon 
the roller, 70, at an angle, will snap the tilt 
ing-block around to the position shown in dot 
ted lines in Fig. 7. Before the reverse move 
ment of the tilting-block takes place, thelower 
edges of the two side-bars, h, rest respectively 
011 the two corners, 71:3, of the ears, 70', of the 
tilting-block and the contact-bar does not 
change position tillin the last part of the move 
ment of the tilting-block, when said block is 
moving rapidly by virtue of the spring-press 
ure exerted by the platform, F, the corners, or 
stops, 704, of the ears?t’, come forcibly in to con 
tact with the lower edges of the side-harsh, on 
the opposite side of the pivot, J, from that 
against which the corners or stops 702, rested 
before the reverse movement began. The ef 
fect of the aforesaid forcible contact exerted 
to one side of the pivot, J, on the under side 
of the depressed end of the contact-lever, is to 
snap the said contact-lever into a reverse po 
sition, that is, the contact-piece, I, which be 
fore was depressed, will be elevated and the 
contact-piece, I’, from being elevated will be 
depressed. Both contact-pieces willbe thrown 
out of contact position. The switch is thrown 
into a position to establish a circuit by de 
pressing push-button, a, which causes a re 
version of the operations above described. 
While we have shown and described our in 

vention as applied to a double-pole switch, 
yet its application is not restricted to that 
speci?c use, for it maybe employed in many 
devices where it is desired to operate a slide 
or to eifect a rapid, snap movement of some 
element of the device, and to effect this move 
ment in a rapid snap manner, irrespective of 
the manner in which the device is operated 
by the attendant. 
Having thus described our invention, we 

claim as new and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent— 

1. In a push-button switch, the combination 
of the poles; a rocking-lever pivoted between 
the poles and having contact-pieces in en~ 
gagement therewith; a spring-pressed plat 
form having position under the contact-lever; 
a block interposed between the contact-lever 
and the spring-pressed platform and having 
a projection abutting against the latter; and 
means for operating the rocking contact le 
ver as described. 

2. In apush-button switch the combination 
of the poles; a rocking contact-lever pivoted 
between the poles and having contact-pieces 
for engagement therewith; a spring-pressed 
platform having position under the contact 
lever; a block having a projection interposed 
below the contact~lever and the spring-pressed 
platform; and two pivoted push-bars on oppo 
site sides of its pivotpoint of the contact-le 
ver for operating the same as described. 

3. In a push-button switch, the combination 
of the poles; a rocking contact-lever pivoted 
between the poles, and having contact-pieces 
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for engagement therewith; a spring-pressed 
platform; a pivoted tilting-block having a 
projection abutting against the spring-pressed 
platform; and two push-bars each pivoted at 
one end to the tilting-block as described. 

4. Ina push-buttonswitch, the combination 
of the poles; a rocking contact-lever pivoted 
between its ends and having a contact-piece 
at each end, both of said contact-pieces being 
adapted to be simultaneously thrown into or 
out of contact with the said poles; a spring-‘ 
pressed platform having position under the 
pivot-point of the contact lever and having a 
projection abutting against the spring-pressed 
platform; stops on the tilting-block,_—one on 
either side of the pivot-point and either of 
which is adapted to abut against the contact 
lever on one side of the pivot-point, whereby 
a limited independent movement is permitted 
the tilting-block, but a further movement will 
cause one of the said stops to abut against 
the rocking contact-lever, and throw the same 
into or out of contact with the poles; and, 
push-bars connecting with the tilting-block to 
operate the contact-lever. 

5. In a switch the combination of the poles; 
a rocking-contact-lever having a longitudinal 
slot forming side-arms, h, and pivoted between 
the poles; two contact pieces one on each end 
of the contact-lever, and adapted to simul 
taneously make or break contact with the 
poles; a spring-pressed platform located un 
der the pivot-point of the contact-lever and 
having a sliding movement to and from the 
same; atilting-block pivoted between the side 
arms, h, and having a downward projection in, 

spring-contact with the spring-pressed plat 
form; stops on the tilting-block, one on either 
side of the pivot-point and either adapted to 
abut against the contact-lever to throw the 
same into or out of engagement with the poles 
of the switch; and push-bars connecting with 
the tilting-block to operate the same, substan 
tially as described. 

6. In a push-bu tton switch, the combination 
of the poles, a standard between the poles and 
comprising side-posts, d’; a rocking contact 
lever pivoted between the side-posts, and hav 
ing side-bars, h; contact-pieces one on each 
end of the contact-lever and adapted to make 
contact, each with one of the said poles; a 
spring-pressed platform sliding between the 
side-posts of the standard and below the pivot 
point of the contact-lever; a tilting-block piv 
oted co-incidently with the lever and between 
its side-arms, h, and having a projection abut 
ting against thespring-pressedplatform-said 
tilting-block having upwardly-extendin g side 
pieces, 1’; ‘two links, each pivoted at one end 
co-incidently with the tilting-block and ex 
tending along the said slot in the tilting-block, 
in opposite directions from their common 
pivot-point; and two push-bars each jointed 
at one end to the free end of one of the links, 
for the purpose described. 
In testimony whereof we af?x our signatures 

in the presence of two witnesses. 
CHAS. W. GAR'I‘SIDE. 
ROBERT E. WOOD. 

Witnesses: 
CHAS. B. MANN, J12, 
ALVAN MAOAULEY. 
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